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SECTION _ A

1. One word answer. (8x0.5=4)

a) A program that automate the translation of assembly language into machine

language is called

b) In acomPiler checks every character of the source text.

c) is a software which bridges a specification or execution gap.

d) Recogrlition of basic syntactic constructs through reductions, this task is
performed by

e) A grammarfor a programming language is aformal description of

f) Assembler directive which indicates that the end of the source program

ls a table of literals used in the program.s)

h) Resolution of externally defined symbols is performed by

SECTION - B

Write short netes on any seven of the following questions.

u2. What is need of OPTAB in an assembler ?

3. Defihe load and go assembler'

4. What do you mean by Bootstrap loader ?

,/
(7x2=14)
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5. Define dYnamic linking.

- -- -r^ ai" 6. What is a loeider ? What does loading process do ?

7. What is the output of syntax analysis phase ? What are the three generaltypes

of Parsers for grammars ?

8. What is phrase level error recoverY ?

9. What is intermediate code ? Explain itsadvantages.

10. Define code optimization and explain its phases'
.

11 . Explain ambiguous grammar.

SECTION -C

Answeranyfour of the following questions. (4x3=12)

12. Explain Fonrvard Referertces in an assembler.

13. What are tfre symbol defining statements generally used in assembler ?

14. What is the use of modification record in program relocation ? -

15. How will you define a context free gram mar ?

16. Explain the working of language processor.

17. Explain the properties of LR parser and its classification.

SECTION - D

Answer any two of the following questions. (2x5=10)

18. Explain Machine lndependent Assembler features.

1g.. What is absolute loader ? Explain the algorithm for absolute loader.

ZO. Explain program linking machine independent loaderfeatures with an example.

21. How to convert source program to target machine code by usin$ language

Processing sYstem ?


